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What a journey!

Someone said once that the risk of an adventure is more valuable than one hundred years of welfare and comfort. My Dutch adventure proves that he was right. It all started with a sack full of dreams and ended with certitudes and ... other dreams. At the end of the road I would like to take the opportunity to thank people, old and new friends, for making the completion of this thesis possible and the years spent in Amsterdam a memorable period in my life.

I am particularly grateful to my advisor, Enrico Perotti. Enrico has encouraged me from the very beginning to develop my own research ideas and has given me the freedom to follow these ideas. His door was always open whenever I needed guidance and advice. His enthusiasm was truly contagious, and I often found myself refilled with energy and motivation after thoughtful discussions with him. Thank you Enrico for trusting my research capabilities, for contributing to my personal growth, for your tremendous patience, and for your unconditional support and understanding in some key moments of my personal life.

At various stages of my research I have benefited a lot from stimulating and insightful discussions with Bruno Biais, Martin Brown, Raj Iyer, Jean-Charles Rochet and Peter Spreij, who helped me sharpen my thoughts. I would also like to thank the members of the thesis committee, Arnoud Boot, Amil Dasgupta, Alexander Guembel and Joep Sonnemans who have offered important advice and constructive suggestions for my dissertation. Tinbergen Institute - where I have started my academic journey, the Finance Group at UvA and IDEI Toulouse - where I have spent my time during
PhD years, have all provided the perfect research environment and gave me excellent opportunities to meet well known academics. I am very grateful to the European Network for the Advancement of Behavioral Economics (ENABLE), to Amsterdam Center for Research in International Finance (CIFRA), to the C. Willems Foundation, and to the Gieskes-Strijbis Foundation for supporting my research and enabling visits to University Pompeu Fabra and University of Toulouse.

Not necessarily related to this dissertation, but nevertheless important to the path I have followed, have been those few people who taught me about the significance of perseverance, and who sowed in me the desire to know more and the passion for mathematics. I would not have been able to start writing this thesis without the contribution, at different stages of my life, of Marieta Nada, Enuta Lozneanu, Gabriel Daniilescu, Petru Cosnita, Dan Savoiu and Marin Andreica.

Special thanks go to Lev and Stefan, who, apart from being fantastic co-authors, are great friends. With Lev I have shared the office; we went together to conferences, and we made tons of bad jokes virtually about everything. He taught me about French cognac (although he is Russian), and I taught him about Romanian tuica. With Stefan I have shared most of the happenings of the last few years and practically an identical life track. We both came to Amsterdam eager to learn new things after working outside academia. We became close friends during our master’s studies. Our friendship tightened afterwards when we slowly changed our status from ‘man in a stable relationship’ to ‘married with a child’. However, Stefan is a little bit ahead now, having the status ‘married with children’. His wife Clara, an endless source of calm and patience, has always made my family visits to both Amsterdam Noord and Tilburg unforgettable.

My MPhil years at Tinbergen Institute marked my first experience of living abroad. I would like to thank Jaap Abbring and Maarten Lindeboom for giving me the opportunity to follow here the graduate program. Many thanks to Arriane, Marian and Nora for helping me to survive the bureaucratic chaos of the first years.
I was lucky enough to have beside me in these years, two good Romanian friends, who, by an inexplicable coincidence, came to the Netherlands at the same time I did. One was Ionut, my old friend and roommate from university years. We started again from where we had stopped just two years before. He and Rouxana made me feel like home in a foreign country and they were nice enough complementing my carbonara, the only recipe I was able to cook. They were a constant presence throughout my journey. The other one was Vali, the mathematics-computer science guru, now turned into an exotic derivatives trader, with whom I have shared the experience of tough course workload and never-ending assignments, as well as the exploration of Amsterdam’s night life and the discovery of uncharted pubs. During Tinbergen years I have shared BBQs, concerts, dancing-nights, dinners, movie-nights, parties or simply enjoyable talks over a beer or a glass of wine with my colleagues and friends: Flora, Huang Jian, JiaJia, Linda, Pan Lei, Stefan, Stefka, as well as with ‘senior’ cohorts which welcomed me in their group and made me feel comfortable in the new environment: Ana, Carla, Ernesto, Hugo, Jasper, Jose, Marcos, Maria, Martijn, Miguel, Neeltje, Robert, Sebi, Suncica, Viktoria, Vitaly, Wendy and Yin-Yen. Later, Jonneke, Marcel, Mario, Marius, Sumedha, Tibor, and Tse-Chun and more recently Amanda, Andrei, Bernd, Eva, Nick, Stephen, and Thomas have joined these social ‘exhausting’ activities. Thank you guys for providing me great memories!

I was not able to see by then that the triple tours and the vivid discussions on academic, business and political related issues, which I have shared with Jasper, Robert and Wendy were actually ‘the beginning of a beautiful friendship’. Slowly our bacchius meetings turned into picnics and parties with our kids. Together with their partners Monda, Trudy and Rens, we began talking about the good and tough moments of our new lives, things we couldn’t dream of just few years before.

The Finance Group at UvA proved to be an excellent and stimulating working environment, as well as a lively and friendly place. I would like to thank Alessandro, Daniela, Enrique, Erasmo, Florencio, Florian, Ines, Jens, Ludo, Raj, Stefan, Wadia
and Zach for allowing me to ‘steal’ from their knowledge about financial markets and for giving me useful tips about teaching. The ‘No Team for Old Men’ will remain one of my favorite teams, an example of endurance, talent, and teamwork. I am especially grateful to Jeroen and Joost who had confidence in my skills and gave me the opportunity to lecture and coordinate various finance courses at an early stage of my academic career. Life in the office was made even more enjoyable by the humor and the jokes of my PhD colleagues and friends, as well as by the numerous brainstorming sessions I had with them. I thank Betty, Christel, Dion, Lev, Marcel, Mario, Rocco, and T.C. for these moments. A special thank goes to Yolanda, Jan Willem and Jolinda, who were always there, providing cheerful help and taking good care of all of us.

Outside Tinbergen and Finance Group, I am grateful to many people who have generously offered me their friendship and support and who made my stay in Amsterdam unforgettable. Adina – with her artistic spirit and unrivalled cooking skills, and Marius – with his sharp remarks and good knowledge of Romanian folk music, deserve a special mention here. I spent joyful moments at their place, mixing heavy BBQs with fresh fruits from their garden till late in the night, while talking about art, music, and traveling. Florin and the Hogeweg crew (Andrei, Marcel, Vincent and Txo) are close friends with whom I found myself cruising Amsterdam’s canals or sailing in the IJmeer in the summer, skiing in the French Alps in the winter, while having drinks in eetcafes and long dinners, watching football games and laughing together all over the year.

My too short and too rare visits back to Romania have demonstrated what a true friendship is all about. I am very much indebted to my dear friends back home, who were always there, happy to meet me even on short notice, at extremely inappropriate times and in difficult to reach places, eager to talk over one (and often too many) beers and to make fun about practically everything. Thank you Adi, Biju, Cata, Chelu, Claudia, Dizzy, Dorin, Geo, Ionut, Laura, Mihai, Nija, Razvan, Romi,
I am deeply grateful to my family, who has always played an important role in my life. I would like to thank my grandmother, Eugenia, who has been a continuous source of inspiration, my parents, Sorina and Ilie, my brother Bogdan and his wife Oana, for their unconditional confidence and support, and for the inexhaustible source of enthusiasm, joy, love and optimism. They have always surprised me with their straightforward questions and with their refreshing way of thinking about life.

My final thoughts go to my lovely wife Carmen and to my son Tudor. Carmen has been by my side from the very beginning of this journey, encouraging me to go forward, witnessing my frustrations, understanding my sometimes crazy working schedule, not complaining about lost week-ends, and listening when I was talking and talking. She was my source of strength, encouraging me with her warm smile and her sense of reality, offering always a different perspective about life. She and our son Tudor, with his genuine curiosity and endless energy, made this journey more enjoyable and kept me always looking on the bright side of life. Thank you so much!

Razvan,

Amsterdam, February 2011